
Chapter 9: 
Here.
Outside the venue.
After the nurse hangs up the phone, he turns and walks to the
venue, just to hear the two explanations sitting at the top of the
scene discussing the situation of today’s game -
Commentary a:
Commentary b:
“…”
The nursery rhyme looked down at the time and found that
three hours had passed since the first game, and not to mention
the mental state of other players, at least this drag on the
situation of zgdx in the single **** is very unfavorable - -
Because according to the nursery rhyme, the club manager Rui
Ge learned that Ming Shen was so rushed to retire because the
spring game was over half of the time, his wrist injury
suddenly deteriorated - it was almost an unexpected event, one
morning Wake up, Ming Shen can no longer accept high-
intensity training, as long as the game is frequently
concentrated in high intensity, it is very likely that even the
water cup will be unstable…
Fortunately, the regular season is a three-set two-win system,
so the impact is not obvious, the zgdx team successfully went
to the quarter-finals with the group’s first points. Although the
playoffs are a five-set three-win system, However, because
they are too strong, they also quickly defeated their opponents
by 3:0 in the quarter-finals. The entire game was only used for
less than an hour.
But the ck team is a hard bone.
Now three hours have passed, and I don’t know if the hand
injury of Ming Shen can’t hold on.
The nursery rhymes are sitting back to the position with some
anxiety. At this time, the fourth game is about to begin. All the
players have come out of the lounge and sit back in their
position. The first concern of the nursery rhyme is Mingshen,
and they immediately discover The latter seemed to be a bit
tired at the moment, and he also wore a wristband on his wrist.
He took the cup and took it with his left hand.
The nursery rhyme stunned, and suddenly had a bad feeling…
Turning to look at the ck team, Jianyang sat down in his



position and said nothing, just eyes staring at the computer
screen in front of him - this kind of nursery rhyme was seen
two years ago, then At that time, Jianyang just played a
professional job. Although he sat in the starting position, his
play was still relatively unstable. Once he lost the game, the
online questioning was overwhelming. When he came back to
the base and the nursery rhymes to open the video, it was also
like this…
At that time, the nursery rhyme told him to go to sleep.
When I woke up the next day, I found that he still kept her
look like before going to bed. He was just playing the game.
The nursery rhyme checked his record. One night, the record
was green, he didn’t lose, and he was all Carrying teammates,
directly put the hanbok number from the diamond to a point of
victory over ten points, and more than a hundred points.
Nursery rhymes: “………”
So right now, this person is meant to be a state explosion?
The nursery rhyme thought about it, and then showed a
crashing expression, biting his fist in one bite-
It’s hard to say that she just said on the phone that he played
ugly and insulted the gods, so he activated his inner fighting
mode.
……………………it’s not good?
Ah, ah, ah, Laozi just wanted to talk! Honestly say, “Thank
you for the spring championship, then please, please.” How
good? !
In the messy gaze in the virginity, the fourth game began.
As she expected, the fourth game was retrieved because of
Jianyang, so the ck team and the zgdx team played very
tightly. In the first thirty-five minutes, you chased me, and
could not open the economic gap… until the first Thirty-eight
minutes, relying on the good luck of the order and the middle
of the adc butterfly, Jianyang quickly pushed away the ancient
dragon with his own assistant and Zhongdan. After getting the
buff, he pushed forward crazy, and the zgdx team got into a
disadvantage.
At this time, the zgdx team’s Zhongdan Mingshen’s face has
already shown a strenuous appearance, and even the operation
in the game has become less sensitive -
The nursery rhymes are sitting close together, so they can be



soberly aware that there are times when the gods bow their
heads to see their wrists after a wave of operation. It is a
subconscious movement, but it is enough to show that he may
not really support it. Up…
The nursery rhyme looked at the heart below, and the Alu girl
sitting next to her simply burst into tears with her aid card. She
didn’t talk, she was secretly crying… The nursery rhyme had
to take out the second pack of paper towels in her bag. She
then took out her mobile phone and sent a message to the team
manager:
After a while, the phone rings -
Tong Yu is relieved - because the domestic league has rules for
submitting the list of starting members and substitute members
before the season, in the case of a formal single-substitute
substitute, even if the nursery rhyme has signed a contract with
the zgdx team, she can’t Suddenly jumped to the table to
represent the zgdx team… so the game is still the official
backup of the zgdx team.
Although she now can’t wait to jump straight up and use the
**** to squeeze the gods and play the rest of the game for
him.
In the end, the fourth game was finally won by the ck team in
the 50th minute.
This game is undoubtedly a torment to the players and the
audience. The nursery rhymes clearly saw that the hair of the
gods was soaked at the moment the headphones were
removed, and the team’s uniforms were sweaty on the backs.
When he stood up, he held his right wrist with his left hand,
and the team doctor behind him stepped straight onto the game
table and came to him.
At this time, the following audience is stupid and knows what
happened -
When Ming Shen turned and left, the audience in the audience
stood up spontaneously, shouting loudly and neatly, and
bidding farewell to the player in such a warm atmosphere…
The nursery rhyme saw that Ming Shen had taken a few steps.
When he was about to step down, he suddenly turned around
and waved his hand with the left hand and the audience. After
that, he was deeply embarrassed and said goodbye.
……



The fifth game on the zgdx team’s bench, this substitute was
originally pulled from the youth training team, usually did not
play the game at all, it is the decisive game of the spring finals,
there is always some temptation -
This gives the opposite side a chance to play.
When the fifth game started ten minutes, Jane’s **** seemed
to live in the middle of the road. He grabbed the middle road
four times in ten minutes, three of which were successful.
Soon the data of the zgdx team replaced the singles became 0
kills. 3 death 0 assists -
In the case that the zgdx team is still in a small advantage, the
middle road is called a mile, and it is directly cleared.
The game went to the first 13 minutes, the first small dragon
pit, looking at the well-developed Zhongdan and the wild, this
time the team battle is not a good choice for the zgdx team, but
the substitute single flash in the body ——
Teammates can only help but keep up.
In the end, although the big mouth of the Lu Shoucheng
operation, one second, five sprays, crazy output, forced to die
three opposite, but the zgdx team finally ushered in a wave of
destruction…
The ck team successfully won the first fire dragon. This
attribute dragon is to increase the team’s attack power gain
buff. For the advantage party, it is like God help, so this time
don’t say Lu Sicheng, even if the gods can’t save zgdx…
finally.
In the absence of a fixed main force, the zgdx team lost the
last defeat and lost the game in thirty-three minutes, thus
losing the 2016 Spring Finals trophy!
When the music at the end of the game sounded, the nursery
rhyme fell backwards and softened in the seat. He only felt
that watching the game was more tired than letting her go up
and playing. The players watching the ck team jumped up and
cheered, and she blinked and looked. To the zgdx team, the
eyes are unconsciously falling on the man sitting on the far
side -
Lu Sicheng performed very calmly.
He didn’t seem to lose an important game at all. He just sat in
the position and clicked the mouse to look at the last data
distribution, then stood up and ck team members who came



over and shook hands with them. Shake hands one by one and
nod your head.
Next, the loser cleans up the mouse and keyboard to leave;
The winner came to the middle of the game table with the
audience and won the trophy…
Jane took the fourth and fifth mvp by his own grasping and
rhythm. When his teammates threw up his head and hugged
him and praised him for playing well, he smiled. Accepting
the praise, then suddenly seems to think of what it looks like to
go down the audience -
Unfortunately, at this time, in the front row of the zgdx team’s
fan seat area, the familiar figure that he wanted to find could
no longer be found…
……
On the way to the gymnasium, the nursery rhyme was in a
certain embarrassing mode. For her own inexplicable behavior
that inspired the enemy to open the killing mode, she felt that
she had no face to face Jiangdong’s father and lived like a
small traitor.
When I walked downstairs to the hotel, I received a text
message from team manager Rui Ge. Rui Ge told her to let her
stay in the hotel for two days and then go to the base next
Monday, because now just after the spring game, the team is
just free to have time for her. Pack up a single room with an
ensuite bathroom -
Tong Tong had no objection to this. After responding to an
“ok”, he turned to the supermarket to buy the daily necessities
that he needed to use when he stayed at the hotel for two days.
It’s been an hour since I bought something and swayed back to
the hotel.
The nursery rhymes are holding a bunch of things that are
almost buried in the elevator, and they are desperately trying
to reach out and close the door.
At this time, from the elevator outside, hurriedly approached a
slender figure, the man was wearing a black jacket, the zipper
was half pulled, and the open inside was red and black. The
nursery rhyme saw the operator logo of China Telecom from
the gap of the supermarket shopping bag… …
Ok?
Who?



The nursery rhymes hold the shopping bag and struggle a little
sideways. When they look up, they see the perfect squat of the
other side, and from her point of view, it is as thick and
astonishing as the fine eyelashes… The nose is tall, single
eyelid, wear Headphones, very handsome but because of the
thin lips, it looks a bit mean -
It is Lu Sicheng.
… Lu Sicheng? !
The nursery rhymes hold the shopping bag and the hand is
tight. The mind suddenly bursts and smashes the colorful
curtains and flies over: Lu Sicheng Lu Sicheng, I am Lu
Sicheng, ah, ah, ah, live Lu Sicheng, ah, ah, Lu Sicheng, with
me, an elevator and my breathing The air in an elevator!
At this moment, in the quiet elevator, I didn’t notice how rich
the expression on the face behind the shopping bag. The man
stood behind the nursery rhyme with a cold face, and then she
reached down and handed it down before she could not kneel
down. The closing button, the elevator door slowly closed, he
then slammed the number of “21” floors -
This button position is at the neck of the nursery rhyme.
After he finished pressing, he stepped back and leaned down
on the wall of the elevator to look at the phone.
Nursery rhymes: “…”
Nursery rhymes live on the 46th floor.
After the person behind her licked the number of floors, she
realized that it wasn’t mad at the moment, she should also
choose her own floor - but when she wanted to do this, the real
problem came: “46” This number is at the height of her
eyebrows. When she tries to reach out the index finger and
wants to go to the floor button, the shopping bag in her arms
becomes a serious obstacle.
The nursery rhymes changed a few postures, and finally the
index finger licked his fingertips and her fingers were always
spinning around the number “36” -
Nursery rhymes: “…”
Looking at the solitary number “21”, the nursery rhyme can
only feel a burst of honey in the elevator.
The person behind him is still playing with his mobile phone.
When the nursery rhyme wants to compromise the shopping
bag and then go to the floor button, the man standing behind



her suddenly asks: “Do you live in a few floors?”
This voice is more majestic than the instructor of the high
school military training, so the nursery rhyme reflexively
stands down and stretches his neck and replies: “… forty-six.”
The man heard the words and put the phone straight up,
stretched out his long arm, slender and neat fingers and easily
slammed the “46” button… When his hand moved away from
the nursery rhyme, she smelled a touch of hand soap and
tobacco. the taste of.
Nursery rhymes: “…thank you.”
The person behind her did not answer.
In the elevator is another honey sauce.
The elevator slowly rises.
At the same time, Tong Tong always felt that the person
standing behind her seemed to have misunderstood something.
The more she thought about it, the more she didn’t feel right.
Finally, when the elevator rose to the 19th floor, she suddenly
said something from her mouth: “I can get it. ”
Lu Sicheng was stunned by the hand of the mobile phone.
Nursery rhymes: “This button only comes to my eyebrows,
you see, I really can get it.”
She tried to stretch the index finger that could only be rotated
around “36” -
Lu Sicheng: “…”
Lu Sicheng: “Oh.”
Nursery rhymes: “…………………………”
The elevator slammed into the ground, the door opened, and
the man standing behind the virgin went out.
The elevator door is closed.
Left a reluctantly cocked index finger, a messy nursery rhyme.
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